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A B S T R A C T

Congenital deficiency in the WRN protein, a member of the human RecQ helicase family, gives rise to Werner syndrome, a genetic instability and cancer predisposition disorder with features of premature aging. Cellular roles of WRN are not fully elucidated. WRN has been implicated in telomere maintenance, homologous recombination, DNA repair, and other processes. Here I review the available data that directly address the role of WRN in preserving DNA integrity during replication and propose that WRN can function in coordinating replication fork progression with replication stress-induced fork remodeling. I further discuss this role of WRN within the contexts of damage tolerance group of regulatory pathways, and redundancy and cooperation with other RecQ helicases.
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1. Introduction

The WRN gene is mutated in Werner syndrome (WS), a rare autosomal recessive disorder associated with premature aging (progeria) and predisposition to cancer [1,2]. Progeroid features of Werner syndrome include early onset of type II diabetes mellitus, atherosclerosis, cataracts, skin atrophy, graying and loss of hair, and osteoporosis. WRN is one of the five members of the human RecQ helicase gene family, two other genes of which, BLM and RECQL4, are mutated in Bloom syndrome (BS) and a subset of patients with Rothmund Thompson syndrome (RTS), respectively [3,4]. These syndromes share the cancer predisposition feature with WS, but do not exhibit such a pronounced progeroid component. Interestingly, the cell types and lineages susceptible to carcinogenesis in these three syndromes are somewhat different. WS carries an enhanced risk of neoplasms of mesenchymal origin, BS elevates the risk of the whole sporadic neoplasm spectrum, and RTS exhibits increased prevalence of osteosarcomas [reviewed in [5], also [6]]. The molecular underpinnings of these differences are not yet established and await a systematic comparison of cellular phenotypes of the human RecQ helicases.

Recent work has revealed that the role of WRN in human pathogenesis may be broader than envisaged before, and goes beyond heritable disease. The WRN gene is inactivated by methylation in a large fraction of common sporadic epithelial malignancies such as colon cancer, in otherwise WRN-positive individuals [7]. Understanding molecular functions of WRN thus becomes a critical task relevant both to the study of human aging and the study of sporadic carcinogenesis.

Many areas of research into the functions of the human WRN RecQ helicase have been reviewed extensively (for the latest update, see [8–10]). Here, I will focus on the role of human WRN in DNA replication and specifically in replication fork metabolism during stress, as caused by damage to DNA. I will revisit the data that address this problem, put these in the context of current concepts of replication stress response, and evaluate whether a “fork-centric” view of WRN function helps arrive at a better understanding of WRN role in human cells.

1.1. Is S phase prolonged in WRN-deficient cells?

Slow population growth in culture [11] was one of the first phenotypes observed in patient-derived, WRN-deficient human fibroblasts maintained in ambient oxygen (20%), and it was evident that at least two factors could be contributing to it. The labeling index – a percentage of cells that incorporated a pulse of $^3$H thymidine per specified unit of time – was lower in WS cells, indicating that they entered S phase less frequently or a larger fraction of them ceased to proliferate. In addition, when an S phase subpopulation (identified as incorporating $^3$H thymidine) was followed over time by monitoring appearance of $^3$H-labeled mitoses, it became evident that those WS cells that entered the division cycle, spent about 10–20% more time between two consecutive mitoses. Moreover, analysis of these data according to Ref. [12], led to a conclusion that S phase was extended by about 30% in these WS fibroblasts [13].

More recently, Poot et al. used immortalized lymphoblasts grown in low oxygen to analyze WS cell cycle [14]. The authors used a technique of continuous BrdU labeling followed by Hoechst/EthBr staining and FACS, which allows distinguishing cells that divided one, two, or three times after the start of labeling [15]. Applying cell cycle modeling to the data (with specific assumptions such as a normal distribution of the probability of entering division), has yielded a conclusion that the only two statistically significant differences between a set of WRN+/− cells and an unrelated set of controls are a 39% extension of S phase and an increased fraction of cells permanently arrested in S phase. Later, Rodriguez-Lopes et al. counted mitotic indices of a non-isogenic pair of normal and WS primary fibroblasts grown at ambient oxygen, and found that in WS cells S phase was extended by up to 30% and the overall cell cycle by about 40%; in addition to that the fraction of dividing cells was lower [16].

We have looked at the cell cycle kinetics in pedigree matched immortalized lymphoblast or unrelated transformed fibroblast WS cells grown in ambient oxygen (JS unpublished). WRN deficiency consistently correlated with a lower fraction of dividing cells. We assessed the duration of S and G2/M phases by following division of cells synchronized in late G1 by mimosine (with and without BrdU labeling). FACS profiles revealed both cell type-specific and between line-specific variability. Two out of three pairs of pedigree matched lymphoblasts exhibited slight (less than 10%) delay in S and/or G2/M phases in the absence of WRN, and only one out of two WS fibroblast lines was slower, albeit dramatically, in S phase than an unrelated WRN+/+ control.

We thus used acute retroviral depletion of WRN to generate isogenic pairs of WRN+ and WRN− cells and found that WRN depletion from primary fibroblasts retarded S and/or G2/M progression and markedly reduced the fraction of dividing cells under standard growth conditions (ambient oxygen) [17,18]. Extension of S and/or G2/M phases in WRN-depleted primary fibroblasts was suppressed by lowering oxygen tension (Dhillon et al., submitted for publication). This is consistent with the observation that reducing oxygen tension partially suppresses the growth rate defect seen in WS primary fibroblasts [19].

In contrast, WRN depletion from SV40 transformed fibroblasts led to a WRN-dependent delay of cell division only when these cells were subjected to replication stress, for instance, DNA damage during S phase. The fraction of proliferating cells was not significantly affected by WRN depletion from SV40 transformed fibroblasts [18].

In summary, the data suggest that the fraction of dividing cells can be lower in WRN-deficient cell cultures, and that cells that commit to a round of division, can take more time completing it. However, both of these phenotypes appear to be modulated by cell type, transformation status, and growth conditions, in particular oxygen tension. It is an open question whether the lower dividing fraction and the extended S and/or G2/M of WRN-deficient cells are linked or independent phenotypes, and in fact Szekely et al. have proposed a separate role for WRN in counteracting oxidative damage in G1 [20]. Below I will focus on the data addressing S phase extension in WS cells.
1.2. What is the mechanism of the S phase extension in the absence of WRN?

In the earliest experiments, sedimentation in alkaline sucrose gradients was used to assess the rate of DNA chain growth in WS and normal primary fibroblasts. This rate was found to be either retarded in WS cells [21,22] or indistinguishable from the control [13]. Takeuchi et al. used a more sensitive approach of DNA fiber autoradiography to ask what aspect of S phase was altered in WS fibroblasts [23]. Cells were pulse-labeled with \(^3\)H thymidine for up to one hour, lysed, and the released DNA fibers were spread on glass, layered with photographic emulsion and exposed. Replication was visualized as series of labeled tracks (Fig. 1, fiber 1a). The length distributions of these tracks for each labeling time and the derived rate of DNA chain elongation were identical in WS and normal cells. The authors also addressed whether inter-replicon distance was affected in WS cells. A "hot" pulse of \(^3\)H thymidine was followed by a “warm” chase with a label of lower specificity. Fork direction could then be determined from track appearance: signal intensity at the leading end of a track would be diminishing gradually (Fig. 1, fiber 1b). Closely spaced pairs of tracks left by divergent forks would then identify a replication bubble growing out of an origin of replication at its center of symmetry. From this, one can measure replicon center-to-center distances (CCD), which would correspond to the distance between centers of symmetry of two consecutive bubbles (Fig. 1, fiber 1b). In the study in question, the actual measurements were specified as “between adjacent tracks with a tandem array of at least two sets of tracks,” which could have been a distance between converging forks, not the CCD. Both the mean and mode of the obtained length distribution were significantly higher in WS cells than in controls, leading to the conclusion that the decreased frequency of initiation was the cause of the prolonged S phase in WS cells. However, the replicon density measurement obtained in this study is not conclusive (see above), and may be affected by replication bubble asymmetry as well as by skewed distribution of cells within S phase. A definitive measure of CCDs will require collecting more extensive data on non-synchronized as well as synchronized cells, at specified times in S phase.

In the meantime, a more recent analysis carried out by Rodriguez-Lopez et al. [16] led to the opposite conclusion, i.e. the elongation in WS primary fibroblasts was impaired, while the initiation of replication was normal. The authors’ experimental design offered a more rigorous assessment of fork initiation and progression. Primary fibroblasts were arrested in early G1 by serum starvation, then released and incubated with aphidicolin, a DNA polymerase inhibitor, for 1 h. This two-step procedure enriched for origin firing events and ensured that WS cells and controls were in the same position, at the very beginning of S phase. Five minutes after aphidicolin was removed, cells were pulse-labeled with BrdU. Labeled DNA was stretched and BrdU-labeled replication tracks were visualized by immunofluorescence. The only difference observed between WS and wild type cells was a 25% reduction of mean lengths of tracks.

Importantly, the authors could determine that this difference arose from slowness or inactivation of a subset of forks rather than from a uniform elongation rate decrease. This was possible because the experimental design allowed identifying, which tracks came from the same origin of replication. As long as cells are at the beginning of S phase and the labeling pulse is short, a pair of tracks separated by a very small gap can be regarded as two divergent forks belonging to the same replication bubble (Fig. 1, fiber 2). When such track pairs were examined, more pairs (up to 75%) showed unequal lengths in WS cells than in controls (15%), suggesting that in many replication bubbles one of the forks stalled prematurely or was abnormally slow. Finally, CCDs could be estimated between centers of bubbles, and though the data presented were for a low n of 10, it appeared that CCDs were not higher in WS cells compared to controls, at least for the early S phase. It should be noted that aphidicolin, as an agent that stalls forks, could have enhanced the fork abnormalities observed in WS cells. However, the authors repeated some of the experiments without aphidicolin, and a moderate difference between mean track lengths of wild type and WRN−/− cells was still detectable (L. Cox, personal communication).

We recently analyzed replication fork elongation in WRN-depleted cells and isogenic controls [18], using double labeling with CldU and IdU to identify ongoing forks (Fig. 1, fiber 3). To enrich for S phase cells, the cultures were arrested in late G1 by mimosine, released, and incubated for about 9 h prior to labeling. As mentioned before, SV40 transformed fibroblasts are less sensitive to WRN absence than primary fibroblasts, and we could observe WRN-dependent fork defects in these cells only when we introduced replication stress by treatment with MMS or HU. This, together with double labeling,
offered an advantage of an internal control to compare pre-stress and in-stress fork elongation, ruling out random sample heterogeneity or DNA processing artifacts. The lengths of pre-damage segments in ongoing forks were comparable between WRN-depleted cells and controls, however, after DNA alkylation damage by MMS WRN-depleted cells had an increased fraction of forks (for example 50% in WRN-depleted vs. 21% in control) that became dramatically slow (e.g. their tracks had post-MMS segments that were >5 times shorter than their pre-MMS segments). Interestingly, a similar phenotype was observed in WRN-depleted cells treated with HU. Both in control and WRN-depleted cells, a similar proportion of the forks that were elongating before HU was able to resume DNA synthesis immediately after HU was removed, but in WRN-depleted cells, unlike in controls, many of these forks were extremely slow.

In conclusion of this section, the data obtained thus far by others and us suggest that WRN-deficient cells are impaired in replication fork elongation, though the severity of this impairment depends on the degree of replication stress. Notably, even a short treatment with aphidicolin, presence of BrdU, oxidative damage due to growth in ambient oxygen, metabolic perturbations due to serum starvation or mimosine addition, or oncogene overexpression may apply mild stresses on replication and elicit detectable WRN-dependent deficiencies. In turn, the initial observation of equivalent fork progression rates in WRN-deficient and control cells made by Takeuchi et al. can be explained by minimized replication stress [23].

1.3. Are all forks equal when it comes to WRN?

The replication track data described above indicate that WRN deficiency increases heterogeneity of fork population, eliciting appearance of a subset of forks that move very slowly or stop prematurely. A simple, quantitative interpretation of this data is that forks may be differentially sensitive to stress and the loss of WRN affects the most sensitive forks first.

The existing data argue in favor of differential sensitivity of forks to stress. Certain loci may naturally cause forks to slow down and additional stress can then disable such forks more readily. Some loci, like rDNA [24], may have features that prevent efficient activation of the checkpoint response when a fork is stalled at them [25], thus such a fork is not protected by the fork-stabilizing functions of the checkpoint and can collapse [26–28].

The sequence composition of DNA that is being replicated is considered a major determinant of the differential sensitivity of forks to stress. Unusually A–T or G–C rich sequences and repeated sequences may pose problems to replication since they can distort DNA and/or form various secondary structures [29,30]. Telomeres, common fragile sites, minisatellites, trinucleotide and other microsatellite repeats, and rDNA all fall into this category [31–33]. Indirect (with the exception of rDNA, see above) evidence suggests that during replication these sequences may be enriched for slow or stalled forks. In particular, these sequences can preferentially develop strand breaks (suggestive of fork collapse) or expansions–contractions (suggestive of fork pausing) in response to low level exogenous replication stress, and to deficiency in replication stress response proteins (ATR, Chk1, [34,35], and others) or replication accessory helicases such as Rrm3 [36] or Dna2 [37].

WRN has long been implicated in telomere maintenance [8], and Crabbe et al. proposed that WRN facilitates replication of the telomeric lagging strand DNA [38]. Using CO-FISH, these authors showed that in the absence of WRN, a subset of telomeres lacked their nascent lagging strands after a round of BrDU labeling (due to a unidirectional replication of telomeres the leading and lagging strand assignments are always the same and the lagging strand is synthesized off the G-rich strand of the telomeric repeat). Caburet et al. used DNA combing to observe a higher proportion of rearranged, palindromic arrays of rDNA units in WRN-deficient cells [39]. FRA16B, a rare AT rich repeat-based fragile site is one of the hot spots of translocations in WRN-deficient fibroblasts [40], and FRA16B has a replication pausing activity in a plasmid context in mammalian cells (Maria Krasilnikova, JS, unpublished). Moreover, a recent study by Pirizio et al. demonstrated that several common fragile sites are expressed at a higher level, e.g. develop more strand breaks in WRN-null or WRN helicase mutant fibroblasts [41], and an (AT)n sequence FRA16D present in one of these sites, , has a strong fork pausing activity when introduced into yeast [42]. Thus, enough data suggest that the sequences that may be difficult to replicate and are most sensitive to replication stress are also the ones preferentially affected in WRN-deficient cells. This is consistent with the view that WRN is required to facilitate fork progression during replication stress. An alternative interpretation of the above data is that WRN is simply a sweepase, a non-replicative helicase recruited to the fork to clear unwanted secondary structures. Sweepases such as Rrm3 are well characterized in yeast, and in their absence forks pause more frequently on natural pause sites such as rDNA and telomeric DNA [36]. In fact a sweepase role has been proposed for WRN at telomeres: it may unwind telomeric D-loops (t-loops) [8], and/or unwind G-quadruplexes that form on a G-rich telomeric repeat strand [38,43]. However, since the proportion of forks affected by replication stress in the absence of WRN can vary and appears to be greater than what telomeric replication accounts for, it is reasonable to assume that WRN responsibilities are broader than sweeping a fixed number of secondary structures. A more flexible, dynamic view of WRN implies that it mitigates a common consequence of a secondary structure and replication stress—a slow or stalled fork.

1.4. A mechanistic model for WRN role in replication elongation

Emerging evidence suggests that DNA replication fork progression rate is “soft-coupled” rather than “hard-wired”: e.g. that fork progression is actively regulated, rather than being a simple product of DNA polymerization rate. This is best illustrated by findings that fork progression rates can be faster in mutant than they are in wild type cells. For example, in chicken DT40 cells, absence of the RAD51 paralog XRCC3 increases the normally depressed rate of fork progression on BPDE- or CDDP-damaged DNA [44,45]. Similarly, when in mammalian cells fork progression is depressed by camptothecin (CPT) damage, inhibition or depletion of CHK1, a global mediator of
though it will leave gaps in replicated DNA [48]. If so, then the
them [47]. Alternatively, a fork may be able to traverse lesions,
other drugs is imposed on forks
ble that the observed global slow-down of forks after CPT or
data suggest that the picture is not that simple. It is possi-
be expected to impede fork progression, however, the above
adduct or a nick to approaching forks. Both compounds would
would generate inter- and intra-strand crosslinks and CPT traps
topo-isomerase I (TopoI) on DNA, presenting a protein-DNA

A more mechanistically attractive view is that WRN-
dependent fork modulation is an in-cis mechanism that
couples fork progression with management of gaps and
lesions. Three models of this mechanism have been proposed,
and are partially supported by experimental data: fork regres-
sion via a Chicken foot (CF), and template switching via a
double Holliday junction (HJ, [49,50]) or a hemicatenane (HC,
[51,52]). All three make use of helicase, endo- and exonucle-
ase, and strand melting/annealing activities such as branch
migration and strand exchange, to reversibly and quickly
switch between daughter/mother to daughter/daughter and
mother/mother duplexes (Fig. 2, see the legend for details and
the DNA Repair special issue Replication Fork Repair Processes
(2007) for further reading). Bypassing replication-blocking
lesions and preventing gaps are some of the services such
remodeling can provide, but other uses such as protecting the
ends of the daughter strands, are possible. Forks slowed by HU
or MMS can therefore undergo the same remodeling.

In the fork regression model two daughter strands anneal
beginning from the fork-proximal ends in, and mother strands
snap together, creating a three-pronged “chicken foot”, CF
(Fig. 2, pathway (1)). In the double Holliday junction (HJ) model
annealing of daughter strands occurs internally (Fig. 2, path-
way (2) by nucleation of a RAD51 filament on single-stranded
stretches of mother strands (perhaps assisted by BRCA2,
BRCA1, and hUBC13 [53,54]), and a strand exchange that
results in mother/mother and daughter/daughter duplexes
[55]. In the hemicatenane (HC) model, an intrinsically occur-
ring topological linkage between daughter strands that branch
migrate behind the fork, can promote daughter strand pairing
when fork progression is impeded (Fig. 2, pathway 3). Expan-
sion of a daughter/daughter strand duplex can then convert
the structure into a CF or HJ.

The following important considerations should be men-
tioned before I discuss potential contributions of WRN to fork
remodeling. First, all three models postulate the intermediates
that could be reverted back to the original fork configuration
either directly, or via further remodeling along more than one
pathway (Fig. 2). These pathways can be complex, multi-step,
and “costly” processes. Depending on the specific situation,
for example the position of a blocking lesion on a leading or
lagging strand, some of these pathways may be unprod-
tuctive because they result in double-strand breaks or dead-end
configurations (Fig. 2, pathways 1.2.a and 2.2.b, also Fig. 3).
Thus there should exist mechanisms that ensure the choice of
an optimal pathway [56]. Second, it is easy to envision
that daughter/daughter duplexes or extended hemicatenanes,
while ensuring that replication-blocking lesions are bypassed,
will slow or stop overall fork progression. Unless they are
reversed properly and timely, fork progression may remain impeded. Third, all three models provide for error-free maintenance of the fork. A mutagenic alternative is the translesion synthesis (TLS) pathway [57]. Involvement of TLS can slow fork progression rates, as shown in a recent study [58]. TLS may also work in conjunction with other pathways of fork remodeling: the TLS polymerase eta has been implicated in template switching as it may be recruited to extend the recessed 3′ end of unproductive daughter/daughter duplexes with recessed 5′-end (Fig. 3A). Second, WRN can limit propagation and half-life of any daughter/daughter duplex (Fig. 3B). Here, a specific WRN-mediated feedback loop can be envisaged, where the extension of a daughter/daughter duplex coincides with the extension of single-stranded stretches on mother strands. Recruitment of RPA to ssDNA, and/or its displacement by RADS1 and thus an increase of the local concentration of RPA could stimulate helicase activity of WRN [77,78] on the daughter/daughter duplex, and this can generate a negative feedback to limit further propagation of this duplex. Finally (Fig. 3C), WRN can optimize Okazaki fragment maturation in forks subjected to remodeling. If new Okazaki fragments are generated while the daughter/doublet duplex persists, unwinding of the latter may result in the appearance of long flaps on the lagging strand, which FEN-1 may be less able to cleave [79]. If long flaps include repeat DNA, formation of hairpins can further aggravate Okazaki fragment maturation and cause repeat instability [80]. Again, WRN function of limiting expansion of the daughter/doublet duplex could be safeguarding against such a development. In addition, WRN can directly stimulate nucleolytic activity of FEN-1 on long flaps [81,82]. FEN-1 could be recruited by WRN to the ss/ds DNA junction of the flap [83] generated as WRN unwinds the daughter/doublet duplex. WRN can also recruit EXO1 to degrade long flaps [84]. The DNA2 endonuclease is capable of cutting long flaps, and yeast dna2-1 mutant is HT and MMS sensitive. This agrees with the idea that daughter/doublet duplexes, and thus long flaps, are more abundant in forks upon HT or MMS treatment. Consistent with this, expression of WRN in yeast dna2-1 cells suppresses their HT and MMS sensitivity [85].

In conclusion of this section, I have described different but not mutually exclusive models of fork restructuring in response to DNA damage or replication arrest and proposed that WRN is well suited to balance remodeling processes at the fork, one specific example of which is controlling propagation of daughter/doublet duplexes.

1.5. WRN and damage tolerance pathways

The view presented above places WRN within the damage tolerance group of pathways. In yeast, these pathways have been associated with regulatory mono-, polyubiquitination, and sumoylation of proteins [86,87]. These modifications are carried out, respectively, by the Rad6/Rad18 complex, Rad6/Rad18 in conjunction with Rad5/UbC13/Mms2, and Ubc9 complexes (Ubc9/Siz1 for sumoylation of PCNA, Ubc9/Mms21 for sumoylation of Sgs1). These proteins have orthologs in higher eukaryotes and at least some of their functions appear to be conserved in these organisms, for example regulatory mono- and polyubiquitination of PCNA [87,88]. Recent genetic and biochemical evidence supports regulatory roles for polyubiquitination and sumoylation in fork remodeling. Yeast Rad5 promotes fork regression into a CF in vitro [89], and UBC13 is required for the formation of RAD51 filaments in DT40.
cells [54], suggesting that polyubiquitination may promote formation of daughter/daughter duplexes. On the other hand, sumoylation of yeast PCNA limits nucleation of Rad51 filaments by recruiting Srs2 [90,91]. Also, sumoylation of the yeast RecQ helicase Sgs1 is thought to counteract propagation of daughter/daughter duplexes by regulating hemicatenane and double HJ dissolution activity of the Sgs1/TopoIIalpha/Rml1 complex [92].

Three lines of evidence suggest that WRN is also targeted by these regulatory circuits. First, WRN binds Ubc9 and is sumoylated in mice [93] and humans [94]. Second, in DT40 cells, genetic evidence suggests that WRN is downstream of the RAD18-dependent circuit [95]. Third, WRN interacts with WRNIP1 protein, a homolog of yeast DNA damage tolerance protein Mgs1 [96–98]. WRNIP1 is a polyubiquitin-binding protein [99], while Mgs1 may inhibit Rad18/Rad6 activity when no damage is present [100,101] by stimulating turnover of ubiquitinated proteins [99]. Hence, all these lines of evidence place WRN downstream of regulatory pathways that use sumoylation and polyubiquitination to control the half-life of daughter/daughter duplexes in fork remodeling.

1.6. WRN, BLM and the question of RecQ helicase redundancy

The fact that WRN is not an essential gene has long suggested that WRN function may be partially redundant with the function of other proteins, and first and foremost, other RecQ helicases. Among the latter, a likely candidate is BLM, the RecQ helicase associated with Bloom syndrome [3]. DNA fiber autoradiography studies implicated BLM in replication elongation [102,103], and this association has been maintained by subsequent research [104]. WRN and BLM associate with each other, share many binding partners, and are active on many of the same model substrates in vitro, however, they have at least three distinguishing features. First, only WRN possesses 3′–5′ exonuclease activity. Second, WRN and BLM have different topoisomerase partners. WRN interacts with TopoI [105,106], a major eukaryotic type IB topoisomerase present at the fork, which relaxes both negative and positive supercoils [107]. BLM is in a complex with the type IA topoisomerase TopoIIalpha [108], which relaxes only negative supercoils but can efficiently decatenate DNA [107]. Finally, BLM but not WRN strips RAD51 off DNA and inhibits formation of a D-loop in vitro when presented with an active RAD51-ssDNA filament, RPA, and naked dsDNA [109,110]. All these differences make it likely that BLM and WRN act at the fork in at least partially non-overlapping or complementary fashion. BLM, in complex with Topo3alpha and hRMI1, is thought to dissolve daughter/daughter strand double HJs or hemicatenanes [111,112]. WRN, on the other hand, could degrade daughter leading strands and unwind daughter/daughter duplexes in HJs and CFs as proposed above. Since formation of a CF decreases positive supercoiling that accumulates in front of the fork and reversal of a CF restores it, Topo1 could facilitate WRN-dependent CF reversal by removing positive supercoils.

Recent replication track analyses have identified potential non-redundancy in the in vivo function of WRN and BLM at the replication fork. After 2–8 h in HU, resumption of replication from stalled forks is reduced to about 50% of control in BLM null cells [113] but is comparable to control in WRN-depleted cells [18]. Although checkpoint-dependent global inhibition of origin firing is disrupted in BLM null cells after HU [18], our preliminary data suggest that this is not the case for WRN. Albeit incomplete, these data may suggest an intriguing pattern of complementary roles for the two RecQ helicases. A definitive answer awaits a more extensive comparison of the replication phenotypes of WRN- and/or BLM-deficient cells within the same experimental setup.

1.7. Wrapping it all up

In this review I proposed that human WRN participates in replication fork remodeling to coordinate fork progression with the removal of DNA lesions or structural obstacles. I suggested specific scenarios where WRN controls propagation of daughter/daughter strand duplexes through its concerted exonuclease, helicase and strand pairing activities. The absence of WRN leads to increased half-life and/or expansion of daughter/daughter duplexes, which slows fork progression. Several lines of data are consistent with the idea that these functions of WRN in fork remodeling can be regulated by polyubiquitination and/or sumoylation.

The requirement for WRN in the cell appears to be strongly driven by replication stress. I propose that under normal growth conditions, the only forks likely to be compromised and thus to require WRN, are those that replicate telomeres, since these sequences possess several “high-risk” features: telomeres are repetitive, they can form secondary structures, and they are replicated unidirectionally off a single fork and will remain unreplicated if this fork is disabled. Thus, telomere defects are a consistent, well recognized feature of WRN-deficient cells. When these cells are challenged with more stress, additional deficiencies are revealed. These can reflect replication problems in other susceptible areas such as fragile sites, satellite repeats, or any genomic segments that replicate unidirectionally. Finally, systemic deregulation of replication by genotoxic drugs or oncogenes such as hyperactive Myc [114], can elicit severe S phase defects in WRN-cells [18,115] (C. Grandori, personal communication).

Improper remodeling of forks in the absence of WRN may result in DNA breakage and thus activation of the DNA damage response branch of the cell cycle checkpoint. In agreement with this, chromosomal rearrangements [116], breaks [115,117], and persistent gamma H2AX foci [17,20] are more frequent in WRN-deficient cells; in addition, a higher percentage of WRN-deficient primary fibroblasts persists in very late S and/or G2/M phases of the cell cycle during normal growth and after replication stress [18]. Carryover of the unrepaired damage into the next G1 and persistence of checkpoint signaling can explain why more WRN-deficient cells remain in G1, and why this phenotype appears to depend in part on the factors that strongly contribute to the G1 checkpoint, such as p53 and Rb [18,20,118].

The emphasis on WRN activity at the fork does not imply that WRN cannot be additionally recruited to perform similar functions postreplicatively or outside S and G2 phases. Gapped DNA can persist after passage of a fork and may be repaired by pairing of daughter strands according to the template switching in double HJ or hemicatenane models [48].
Similarly, telomeric D-loops (t-loops) and RNA-DNA hybrid R-loops emerging during transcription [119] can become WRN substrates in G1. The “fork-centric” view of WRN function does not aim to limit WRN roles to replication alone, but only to remind us that the type of a substrate that WRN appears to act upon can be exceedingly common, abundant, and tractable during S phase, and comprises a replication fork. A systematic characterization and quantitative comparison of in vivo replication phenotypes of WRN, BLM, and other protein factors implicated in fork remodeling will result in a deeper understanding of WRN function and of the pathogenesis of Werner syndrome and other DNA metabolism disorders.
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